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Welcome to the SaskGames News Bulletin. We at SaskGames are working to strengthen the
gaming community in Saskatchewan by sending out a periodic bulletin to inform the gaming
community of events and other game related news.
Play On, Saskatchewan!
Looking For Group

The Marketplace

Member bio info and people looking for
game groups: HERE

The marketplace: Post items to buy, sell,
or trade HERE

2017 Gaming Goals
Some members are sharing their 2017
gaming goals and progress HERE
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Locally Developed Games
There is a section for showcasing
Saskatchewan made games & products
HERE

What’s Hitting the Table
Members share insights about games
that are hitting their table HERE

Game Store Directory
You can find a directory of Saskatchewan
game stores HERE
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Venues
Here is a listing of venues. Simply put,
venues are physical locations where
games are played.
ComicReaders (Downtown Regina)
Tramps (Regina)
Dragon’s Den Games (Saskatoon)
ChewsDay Challenge (Regina)
Games on Tap (Regina)
Strategy Saturday (Regina)
Prairie Game eXpo (Regina)
Boards and Beans (Regina)
FRAG Game Days (Regina)
Adult Science Night (Regina)
Moosomin Board Lords
Miscellaneous Events

Google Map
of Venues
Welcome To New Members
We would like to extend a welcome
to the new SaskGames members.
This is a list of members who signed
up during the previous month.
Welcome, and happy gaming!!
We’ve had 16 new members
during the February/March
months! If you see someone new
around, say welcome!

Cover Photo Credit
Cover photo by Lori of the Boardgame
Pandemic: Iberia.
If you have a photo you have taken and would like to showcase it,
send to Photos@SaskGames.com
If you want to discuss this issue, feel free to join the discussion
or post your thoughts HERE

Next Issue will come out on June 15th, 2017.
Submission Deadline is June 1st, 2017.
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Play With Your Food
by Murray Bennett

April is here and it is time to talk PWYF! The MegaGame was
held in March and was highly successful, raising $2500 for
Souls Harbour so we are off to a good start!
I would like to talk this month about the challenges running a
successful fundraising event that is going into its 4th year. We
have raised $120,000 in that time which is a phenomenal and
humbling total and my total respect goes out to the teams
that have done so much to make this happen. So many lives
have been helped at Souls Harbour and I know they are deeply
appreciative of your hard work and contributions!
In this 4th year I am sensing a momentum swing to less
enthusiasm. It doesn’t shock me as I have read and been told
that maintaining a successful event year after year is not easy
and that becomes the challenge for our executive.
In the past 4 years, by April there would be many teams signed
up and out there raising funds, as of April 1st we have 4 teams
signed up.
I sense there may be some burnout in the community and
I hope we can get back on track. We have lost a few teams,
which is disappointing, so my appeal to you is to talk to myself

or Roxanne if you want to see changes or have ideas or just
need a hand getting going! It gets hard going back to friends
and family every year for donations and planning fundraising
isn’t always simple. My advice is make whatever you do fun –
then it doesn’t seem so much like work!
We are always looking for new ways to raise money and this
year we are investigating packaging the last MegaGame down
to 3 hours and doing it for corporate team building functions;
if you work at a corporation where this might work let us know.
We are also planning a summer BBQ/fundraiser/outdoor
game Olympics for all the teams to get together and raise
funds as well as use the networking for teams to get together
and maybe come up with joint ideas for fundraising!
Remember the reason we do this is for those who just don’t
have all the things we enjoy daily or are going through tough
times – we are a community of board gamers and we can
make a difference in the larger community that we all live in –
as we have for the last 4 years!!
Come talk to me (Murray) or Roxanne at any of the events – we
would be more than happy to hear your ideas!
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Alliance Mega Game
by Lori MacKenzie

Megagames originated in the United Kingdom in the 1980s, but have really
only taken off in North America in the last few years. In fact, SaskGames’ run of
Watch the Skies in spring 2015 was the first MegaGame ever run in Canada.
Encouraged by the turnout and enthusiasm for the event, we ran Urban
Nightmare in 2016 which was an even bigger success.
This year we are excited to share our wonderful results from our third iteration:
Alliance. Thanks to the registration fees, some generous donations by players
during the event, plus our 50/50 draw, we were able to raise $2,500 for Play
With Your Food in support of Souls Harbour Rescue Mission. We are always
grateful for the great response we get from our SaskGames community and
want to thank all of our teams for spending the day with us.
In Alliance, teams played in groups of two to three players, representing
various nations around the world trying to attain world peace. Unfortunately
for them, multiple events conspired to keep their objectives from falling neatly
into place. The teams faced a lot of adversity, but ultimately rose excellently
to all the challenges. Multinational blocs formed, mergers were made (and
disbanded with Second Brexit), countries were invaded, education became
a global sticking point, Africa greatly advanced their economic status, China
emerged as a world power-house and a great mysterious force had a strange
effect on the game – but we don’t want to spoil the game for you in case you
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ever get to play it!
Luckily, in spite of the turmoil, everyone seemed to have a
blast playing the game and we were particularly thrilled with
the costumes that so many teams wore; it takes commitment
to wear a toga or an eye patch for the day! Also adding to the
fun were the engraved invitations from North Korea, inviting
all the nations of the world to surrender to them – who said
political intrigue need be uncivilized?
We would like to extend a special appreciation to the Artful
Dodger for donating their space to us (as they have for each of
our three MegaGames) and for their monetary donation from
the sales of the delicious pulled pork lunch that they provided.

Lastly, SaskGames would like to extend a very warm and sincere
thanks to our Control team – Murray Bennett, Lori MacKenzie,
Ryan Newell, Jim MacKenzie, Scott Harron, Marshall Pelletier,
Davey McLellan, Laura Babyak, Brent Babyak and Brad Boileau
– we couldn’t have run the game without you!
Stay tuned for the announcement of our 2018 MegaGame!
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Texting in Character
by Craig Dedrick
I think that we can all agree that when players start to check
their phones at the table, it is a signal that there is a problem.
For one reason or another, the player is not engaged in the
game. Who is at fault in this situation? Is the GM to blame for
not creating a compelling scenario? Or is the player at fault for
not giving their full attention to the game? Is it even a problem
when players pull out their phones when the spotlight is on
someone else? Recently, I encountered texting at the table for
a different reason.
At a recent convention event (PrairieCon Gamesday in Brandon,
MB), I had arranged to run a session of Dread: Pandemonium
for a group of players, all of whom were significantly younger
than me, and several of whom are relatively new to the RPG
hobby. Things proceeded admirably and predictably for the
first while, and then the texting started: but not the sort of
texting that I had been expecting.
My players began texting in character.
The Dread scenario involved a group of demon hunters
investigating some suspicious deaths in a small town. I had
listed “phone” on everyone’s character sheet, and really
thought very little about it. However, once all of the players
realized that they all had phones, they decided to make use of
them, starting with a social media search of the victims. When
the players began their proper investigation, they eventually
split up, but decided to keep in touch via text. Rather than
using notes or talking across the table they opened a group
chat on Facebook, changed their nicknames to their character
names, and texted in character. This happened, on and off, for
the rest of the session.

Tracy:
Mohinder: Cop seems to be confounded. Probably not a
demon maybe? ?
Ellen: Good thing we didn’t blow them up
Johnny: Lolololol
Mohinder: God willing those explosives are getting used
Keeping Everyone Engaged
When the group was split up, it gave players who were not
in on the action a chance to participate. It allowed them to
instantly funnel information and warnings to each other
without breaking character. Furthermore, it completely
sidestepped the issue of players going on their phones to
check their out-of-game messages and what have you when
not in the spotlight because they were interacting with each
other in the group chat.
Johnny: EVERYONE IN? GET HIS NAME?
Tracy: I smelled oiled leather in here. He and his buddies were
in the military
Johnny: Freshly oiled to hide the sweet demonic scent of

Not only was this unexpected, it was fantastic!
Mohinder:
Johnny:

!!!!!

Tracy:
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honeydew
Zhou:
Mohinder: *Does* oil overpower demon honeydew?
Tracy: Dude. His garbage bin has skin in it
Mohinder: Pardon?!
Tracy: Chief Timmons has SKIN in his garbage can in his office
Zhou:
Tracy: Ps you guys are from the Chicago Sun if he asks. We met
you on the road.
Zhou:
Johnny: A clue!
Enhancing Character Traits
One of the players, who was playing an older, less tech-savvy
character, decided to text like one of her parents and only
used emoji because spelling out the words was too slow,
which caused amusement and frustration for everyone else.
Zhou:
Johnny: Steal some case files
Zhou:
Johnny: DAMMIT ZHOU! WORDS!
Mohinder:

?

Zhou:

characters would not have, which impacts the feeling of
immersion when that knowledge is used. Not only can the
players share the knowledge in a realistic way through text
(instead of saying “I text all of that to everyone”), but the players
can enforce their own level of immersion with each other.
Here you can even see one of the players correcting another
for using out-of-character knowledge, thus preserving the
immersion:
Tracy: Be careful of drugged tea
Ellen: Whoa how’d you know we were getting tea??
Final Thoughts
Once it started, the group chat continued throughout the
game. Although I am confident that the game would have
been a hit regardless, the texting made it all the better, and
ended up being one of the highlights for all involved. The
players even used it to break the bad news of a fatal injury to
one of the PC’s:
Mohinder: Soooo shotgun extermination?
Tracy: Demon!!! Paula Schmidt!!!! Get asses here now. Now it’s
the fucked up exorcism.
Tracy: Killed the demon... and Zhou
Zhou:
Mohinder:
Zhou:
Tracy:
Zhou:
And to celebrate victory:

Maintaining Immersion

Mohinder:

One of the risks of having all of the players present at the
table once the group has split up is that the players will
have knowledge of what is happening elsewhere that their

I have had characters maintain Twitter accounts for the other
PC’s to follow during games, and a few other things, but this
was, by far, the most integrated bit of texting I have had in a
game, and I think that I will try it again, though perhaps with a
bit more planning and intent.
What do you think? Have you done something similar in
your games? Would this be a good way to help keep players
engaged when they are not present in a scene?
If you are interested in coming out to the PrairieCon main
event in June, you can find more information at www.
prairiecon.com. I will be running several games, including
the D&D Tournament, so if you are interested in attending a
quality convention, be sure to come out to Brandon and check
it out!
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Derek Turner is an avid mid-weight Eurogamer
and aspiring game designer, and he enjoys
thinking about the games he plays almost
as much as he enjoys playing them. In his
non-gaming life, he teaches English and Social
Studies in Regina and he writes about board
games, pop culture, current events, and more
at Life of Turner (lifeofturner.blogspot.ca).

Deck Building Games:
A (mostly)
Comprehensive
Introduction
by Derek Turner

I have been enjoying my deep dives into different genres and
mechanics of board games over the past year or so. Having
recently worked my way through worker placement games
and cooperative games a year ago, I figured the next target
for a comprehensive genre review should be deck-building
games. DBGs are widely popular and present in my own
collection and play history, so I figured it would be a fairly easy
post to write.

It seems as though almost any possible theme or IP has been
mined for deck-building: sci-fi; fantasy; zombies; superheroes
(DC and Marvel); Star Trek; Street Fighter; Resident Evil; The
Lord of the Rings; Harry Potter; Alien; Predator; Firefly; and
even Big Trouble in Little China. There was even a tonguein-cheek (though still somewhat serious) deck building
game about building a deck entitled - you guessed it! - “Deck
Building: The Deck-Building Game”.

Then a couple of recent events made this discussion even
more topical. I realized that Hardback - the “pre-quill” to
Paperback, a word deck-building game - was on Kickstarter,
and I also discovered that The Dice Tower recently made a list
of their top deck-building games, so my review of the genre
suddenly became even more timely.

It’s easy to see the appeal of DBGs on the parts of the
designers and of the players. The basic mechanic is quite
simple to design and to learn, as the basics of deck-building
are arguably more standardized than any other genre. Each
player starts off with a standard deck of cards that provides
some combination of ability to attack other players, acquire
new cards, and perhaps thin out the deck. A player plays cards,
uses the possible abilities, gets new cards with new special
abilities, puts everything in the discard and then draws new
cards for a new turn and starts afresh.

Note that I have chosen to focus on “deck-building” games
specifically, which has meant that I have excluded a
number of similar type games that feature “cube-building”
(Automobiles), “bag-building” (Hyperborea and Orléans), or
“dice-building” (Quarriors, Dice Masters) as a mechanic; they
are similar in nature to deck-building games, but there are
enough variations within those other mini-genres that it is
more difficult to include them here.
I also have excluded Collectible Card Games such as Magic:
The Gathering and Living Card Games such as Android:
Netrunner from the conversation because their particular
brand of deck crafting and/or card drafting is not the same as
deck-building; again, there are some similarities, but they are
different enough to warrant a different conversation.
What is “deck-building”?
Deck-building, like worker placement, is a relatively recent but
prominent addition to the list of board gaming mechanics.
Deck-builders have only been around since 2008, starting with
the introduction of Dominion, but they have quickly emerged
as one of the most popular genres in board gaming. The first
five or six years of the history of DBGs after Dominion was
dominated by simpler, more straightforward deck-builders,
but now the genre has started to evolve and the mechanic
has begun to be incorporated into more complex games.
March/April 2017 - Sask Games Newsletter

The nature of the mechanic also makes games almost endlessly
expandable and customizable. Many DBGs feature extensive
sets that can be added to or intermixed in millions -- maybe
even billions -- of combinations, and they can continually
be added to, as players ultimately control the balance of the
game in which expansions they include and also the way in
which they add to or subtract from their decks during the
game.
It is this repetitive and somewhat simplistic nature of DBGs
that has been both a boon and a bane to the genre: a boon
because it has allowed many DBGs to flourish with very short
gestation periods, and a bane because it has limited the scope
and range of the mechanic -- at least until recently. But let’s
start going through some of my specific experiences with
deck builders, starting with the big one: Dominion.
Dominion and me
The grandfather of the entire deck-building mechanic genre is
Dominion, and for many people, the game remains the peak
accomplishment among deck-builders. There is not a lot to
say about the game in general, other than what others have
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written. Chris Wray of The Opinionated Gamers sums up the
history of the game well in his entry on the game (and the
series) as part of his re-review of every game that won the
Spiel des Jahres - the German award for game of the year,
and game designer Donald X. Vaccarino has been public and
vocal about his design process in posts on BGG like The Secret
History of the Dominion Cards and designer diaries about
more recent expansions.
Dominion was my first DBG, and I played it a lot when I was first
emerging as a board game enthusiast a number of years ago.
I have played it in some form or another in a hard copy only
just over two dozen times, but I have easily played hundreds
of games on my phone or online. I have familiarity with all of
the expansions save for the most recent two, Adventures and
Empires. It was one of my favourite games in my first few years
as a true BoardGameGeek, but I don’t own it anymore.
I hit a decision point about continuing to own Dominion when
I was making a significant physical move in my life. At that
point, I owned the base set and the Hinterlands expansion,
and I knew that as a completionist that I had two choices:
keep expanding and own it all - which now includes eight
big boxes, three smaller expansions, several promos, and two
second edition updates - or liquidate what I had and let it be.
(For the record, there are now 275 different Kingdom cards in
total among all of the various expansions.)
I chose to clear out the two sets I owned for a few reasons: I
knew that I would be able to access Dominion in the future
in others’ collections; I knew I did not want to buy sleeves,
which would eventually become a necessity in order to keep
enjoying the game; I had other DBGs that scratched that itch
enough so as to make Dominion somewhat superfluous; and
I knew that I would always have the chance to play it because
it is so popular.
I still really enjoy Dominion, and I rarely turn down a chance
to play when it presents itself, which is surprisingly not that
often. Maybe others in my gaming circles have similar timing
to mine and they feel as though they played it through, or
that, like me, they enjoy the themes of other DBGs more,
but whatever the reason, Dominion rarely seems to make an
appearance at gaming events anymore. Still, I do not regret
my decision to clear it out of my collection, and I rarely find

myself wanting to play Dominion, especially over my other
DBGs, especially because I can play it anytime I want on my
phone.
I did play enough Dominion in the time that I played the game
that I was able to create a hierarchy of my favourite sets of
cards in order of preference to play. Excluding the most recent
sets that have been released since I mostly stopped playing
Dominion (Guilds, Empires and Adventures), my order of
favour for Dominion sets is: Prosperity; Intrigue; Base Set;
Seaside; Hinterlands; Dark Ages; Cornucopia; and Alchemy.
Now, onto the rest of the DBGs...
Compiling the list
As I did with the other genres I have reviewed, I went through
the BoardGameGeek database and attempted to make a
somewhat comprehensive list of all of the DBGs of note. I was
able to come up with a list of only 57 games out of 1,872 total
entries listed with the “deck / pool building” mechanic. I was
quite surprised at how few notable DBGs there actually were,
as the genre seemed to be much more ubiquitous than that
judging by the space they seemed to take up on game store
shelves, but I suppose that there were a lot of expansions
featured along with those starter sets.
Of those 57, I have played 25, with another dozen on my want
to play list. I was surprised, upon reflecting on the larger list
that I compiled, to discover that I own only ten DBGs (“only”),
not including the two dozen various expansions and promos I
own for those games. There are, however, four of the ten that
are space-themed, so my wife might have a point when she
observes that I have too many space games that are all the
same.
I have grouped those 57 DBGs into five categories according
to relative complexity, with a short summary about the
group. Each level includes my favourite example, DBGs in my
collection, other DBGs I have played, DBGs on my want to play
list, and then finally any other DBGs of note (some of which I
may yet eventually play). The numbers in parentheses indicate
the number of plays I have had for each game.
Micro/Introductory DBGs
These small DBGs took the
concept and minimized it with
smaller decks and fewer cards.
They demonstrate ingenuity by
nature of their ability to take
the idea and to make it work
to some extent in a smaller
package with a quick play time,
often through an insightful
method of manipulating the
cards. These DBGs have the feel
of their larger cousins, but they
do not have the depth of their
longer counterparts; they are
mostly meant to emulate the
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experience of a DBG, which several of them do well.
Flip City is my favourite of this small category mainly for its
ingenuity in its reduction of cards, and I am looking forward
to the new Wilderness version, which functions as either a
standalone game or a game that can be integrated with the
original. I suppose Friday is not that much smaller than an
average DBG, but the fact that it is a solo game makes it feel a
lot smaller, so I included it here.
Favourite: Flip City
In collection: Eminent Domain: Microcosm (2); Flip City (2) +
Reuse expansion; Friday (6)
Also played: N/A
To play: Flip City: Wilderness
Others of Note: Fzzzt!
Straightforward DBGs
Most of the games here
came be described as “deckbuilding in ________ or with
__________”, whether that
blank is filled by “space”,
“Ancient
Egypt”,
“words”,
“superheroes”,
“a
fantasy
world”, or “a post-apocalyptic
nuclear wasteland”. Some of
these have a slight edge to
them, but they are fairly plain
and easy to learn as far as DBGs
go.

has been Eminent Domain, a game that I feel as though I have
barely begun to explore despite my many plays, which have
mostly been teaching rounds or initial rounds with one of the
two expansions.
This category is where many of the different games inspired
by various intellectual properties (IP) end up, including the
half-dozen different versions of the Legendary or Legendary
Encounters games. Other than the Marvel game, I have not
spent any time with the Legendary series (and I’m not even
quite sure what makes the difference between a “Legendary”
and a “Legendary Encounters” game, for that matter), but I
would probably start with Firefly, since I have been on that
kick in recent months; now that I think about it, that might be
my next “legacy” game purchase...
Favourite: Eminent Domain (16)
In collection: Eminent Domain with Escalation and Exotica
expansions and various promos
Also played: Blood Bowl: Team Manager - The Card Game (7);
Legendary: A Marvel Deck-Building Game (4); Trains (1)
To play: Legendary Encounters: An Alien Deck Building Game;
Legendary Encounters: Firefly; Mystic Vale
Others of note: Baseball Highlights: 2045; Harry Potter:
Hogwarts Battle; Legendary: Big Trouble in Little China;
Legendary: Buffy the Vampire Slayer; Legendary Encounters:
Predator; Nightfall; Pathfinder Adventure Card Game (various
sets); Shadowrun: Crossfire; Thunderstone (Advance)

My favourite here is Star Realms, which I have played far more
on my phone than on the table. I love the flexibility of the game
with its various expansions, and I love how the game builds
and snowballs but ends very quickly. I have played a limited
amount of others in this category, but I have really enjoyed
what I have played of most of them, and I look forward to
more plays of Paperback and Valley of the Kings in particular.
Favourite: Star Realms
In collection: Paperback (2); Star Realms / Star Realms: Colony
Wars with Gambit, Crisis and United expansions and various
promos (13); Valley of the Kings (1); Valley of the Kings: Afterlife
(2)
Also played: Arctic Scavengers (1); Ascension (2); Cthulhu
Realms (1); DC Comics DBG (1); Dominion (26)
To play: Hero Realms
Others of note: Pixel Lincoln: The Deck Building Game; Tanto
Cuore; Valley of the Kings: Last Rites
Intermediate DBGs
The primary focus of the games here is still the deck-building
aspect of the game, but it’s slightly more complex and often
incorporates another element along with the deck building;
think “deck-building plus a __________”, with examples of
blanks being “map”, “technology tree”, or “hyperviolent football
match featuring various fantastical beings”. My favourite here
March/April 2017 - Sask Games Newsletter

“Family” Strategy games that incorporate deck-building
In the past two or three years in particular, there have been
more games that have incorporated the deck-building
mechanic into the play of a family-oriented strategy game. In
these games, deck-building is generally not the focus of the
game, though it is integral to the workings of the games and
of having a successful strategy.
I have chosen not to have a favourite in this category due
to my limited plays of these games, but I did enjoy my plays
of Super Motherload (a game by Canadian designers) and
Commissioned, an interesting Kickstarter game that uses the
theme of the early church spreading throughout the Middle
East in the years after Christ.
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Favourite: N/A
In collection: N/A
Played: Commissioned (1); Discoveries (1); Super Motherload
(1)
To Play: Above and Below; Mega Man: The Board Game;
Tyrants of the Underdark
Others of Note: The Big Book of Madness; Clank!
Complex games
In these much more complex games, as in the more familystyle strategy games, deck-building is used as an aspect of a
larger game. It still might be a prominent mechanic, but there
is usually much more to the game than just getting the right
cards into your deck - although getting the wrong cards can
make life difficult. Most of these games have been released
in the last few years, several to widespread critical acclaim,
and I think that they collectively demonstrate that there is a
strong future for deck-building as a mechanic in the world of
complex strategy games.
My favourite so far is the very cerebral Core Worlds, which
is the most traditional DBG of the category as far as I can
determine. It takes at least two hours to play (unlike the much
shorter Intermediate and Family Strategy DBGs, which are
mostly closer to an hour or less once you know the game),
and it is quite involved in terms of the thinking required to
succeed. I really enjoyed the other games of this category that
I have played, though, and I could easily see any of those four
games becoming my favourite of this level with another play
or two.
Favourite: Core Worlds (3)
In collection: Core Worlds with Galactic Orders and Revolution
expansions
Played: Concordia (1); Great Western Trail (1); Lewis and Clark
(1); Mombasa (1)
To play: Copycat; A Few Acres of Snow; Inis; Mage Knight
Board Game; Rococo; Star Trek: Frontiers
Others of note: City of Iron; Cry Havoc; A Study in Emerald

Favourite Deck-Building Games
I know I have covered some of this information already
throughout the post, but I still thought it would be valuable
to collect my thoughts into one list of my favourite DBGs,
regardless of level of complexity. I have included lists of the
DBGs that I would most like to play, to replay, and to play
more often, along with my five current favourites and a short
commentary on each.
Top DBGs to play: A Few Acres of Snow; Hero Realms;
Legendary Encounters: Firefly; Mega Man: The Board Game;
Mystic Vale
Top DBGs to replay: Arctic Scavengers; Concordia; Great
Western Trail; Mombasa; Trains
Top DBGs to play more often: Core Worlds; Eminent Domain;
Paperback; Star Realms; Valley of the Kings
Top five Deck-Building Games:
Core Worlds (3) - I really enjoy that this is a complex DBG
that takes over two hours to play. There are a lot of really
challenging strategic decisions in the game, and I really enjoy
what the expansions add to the game. Although I have only
played it thrice, I really enjoy the depth of the game, and I
am looking forward to many more brain-burning plays in the
future.
Dominion (26) - It really is one of the best at what it does;
even if the theme can seem a little dry, the mechanic is almost
flawless. There is nearly endless variability among all of the
kingdom cards (over 250 at this point) - almost too much, in
my opinion. Still, it’s a great game and one that I will always
play, which earns it a place in my favourites.
Eminent Domain (16) - EmDo does a great job of combining
deck-building with tableau building with a technology tree
to create a surprisingly deep experience even though the
basic game is quite simple. The game does have a significant
learning curve, though, thanks to the presence of all of the
different technologies, and the two major expansions - each
of which I have played only once or twice - add more options
and more depth to the game.
Legendary: A Marvel Deck-Building Game (4) - The original
Legendary game is one of the better superhero games out
there, regardless of genre. It has a unique set-up each time
with a different super-villain, henchmen, scheme, and heroes,
and it uses the established storylines and artwork of the Marvel
Universe well. I do really enjoy how it mixes cooperative and
competitive play - you have to work together to win, but
there will still be a winner in the end - and even though it
occasionally suffers from imbalance because of the way that
the cards come out, I have had fun playing it every time.
Star Realms (13) - Star Realms is a fairly simple DBG - buy,
attack, make combos, repeat - but I really enjoy it anyway. I
really enjoy the chaining combos aspect of this game and
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how the game builds momentum as you play, which is not a
feel that all DBGs are able to achieve.
Conclusion
I was very surprised to discover that I have played DBGs only 97
times in total at the time at which I wrote this post - or around
6% of my total overall plays - with over a quarter of those plays
on various iterations of Dominion; that number, however,
does not include the hundreds of games of Dominion and Star
Realms that I have played online. It seems like that number and
percentage should be much higher based on the popularity of
the genre and the ease of learning DBGs, but I have chosen to
spread my attention over many genres and mechanics and on
many different examples within each genre, so perhaps that
percentage should not be that surprising after all.
I do really enjoy DBGs, and I would like to play them more
often in general. The best place for most DBGs - at least the
ones at the Introductory, Straightforward or Intermediate
level - is as either a warm-up before or a cool-down after the
main course on a game night with people who know the
game well enough to just be able to play without needing
teaching or refreshing. I suppose, then, that I really need to
focus on teaching the games in my collection to people with
whom I play frequently, as that will likely result in more DBG
plays in total.

I am also excited by the developments in the past couple of
years in the complex end of the genre, and I do believe that
there will continue to be innovations in how deck-building is
incorporated into strategic games on a broader scale. There
will likely continue to be a not-insignificant number of games
based on various sources of untapped IP - Star Trek, Star Wars,
Cthulhu, and Game of Thrones come immediately to mind as
possibilities, though I am certain that there are many more
nerdy obsessions from which viable DBGs could be extracted
- and I imagine that I may end up playing a few of those, too.
Despite the fact that there is some tiredness in the constant
onslaught of new IP-inspired games, and somewhat of a
derisive attitude amongst board gamers in regard to DBGs as
a result, I tend to think that there is still a lot of life left in the
deck-building genre, and I look forward to exploring more of
it both in terms of breadth and depth, particularly at the more
complex end of the scale.

Through the Lens
Some boardgames are very pleasing to the eye when set up, and it is great to capture some of those moments in pictures. Do you
have some game related photos you would like to share with the group? Send them to Photos@SaskGames.com

Sagrada
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Vimy Ridge - Total War WWI Style
By Lance Mathew

On April 9th exactly one hundred year ago four divisions of
Canadians faced off against three German Divisions during
the Battle of Vimy Ridge. Unfortunately, Battlefront has yet to
create a Canadian list/army so our Allied players were forced
to play a combined British and French Force. Kyle played the
British while Jace looked after the French. Meanwhile, I was
stuck playing the black hatted Huns, aka the Germans. Both
Doug and Shawn who also own WWI Germans were busy this
past weekend. However, my son Brody tagged along at the
last minute and offered to play my A7Vs (German tanks).
So there we were at Tramp’s at high noon on a Sunday
playing for a ridge that had been won a hundred years ago.
We decided to play a combination of Total War and The Big
Push from the Great War book – this was a mistake; we should
have just stuck with The Big Push Mission. The mistake was
mine alone. In my opinion it would have allowed the Allies to
storm the hill with their tanks a lot easier; in contrast, however,
Brody’s tanks would have emerged from Reserves unscathed
from the first round of shooting). Also, there would have been
fewer antitank guns on the board to blast away.
Here are copies of the armies we used:

2 MG team
Machine-gun Platoon (Line)
1 Cmd Pistol team
4 Vickers HMG
Heavy Tank Platoon (Line)
2 Mark IV female
2 Mark IV male
Medium Tank Platoon (Line)
1 Mark A Whippet
Royal Artillery Detachment (Line)
2 OQF 18 pdr gun
Companie de Fusiliers HQ (Colonial)
2 Cmd Pistol team
2 Flame-thrower team
2 37mm mle 1916 gun
1 Sniper team

Combat Platoons

Fusiliers Platoon (Colonial)
1 Cmd Rifle team
4 Rifle team
2 VB team
2 MG team

Rifle Platoon (Line)
1 Cmd Pistol team
4 Rifle team
2 Rifle Grenade team
2 MG team

Fusiliers Platoon (Colonial)
1 Cmd Rifle team
4 Rifle team
2 VB team
2 MG team

Rifle Platoon (Line)
1 Cmd Pistol team
4 Rifle team
2 Rifle Grenade team

Fusiliers Machine-gun Platoon (Colonial)
1 Cmd Rifle team
4 Hotchkiss mle 1914 HMG

Great War Rifle Company HQ (Line)
2 Cmd Pistol team
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Trench Mortar Platoon (Colonial)
2 58mm Type 2 mortar
Char d’Assault Platoon
1 Schneider CA.1
Char d’Assault Platoon
1 Char Saint Chamond
And the Germans:
Infanteriekompanie HQ (Infantry)
2 Cmd SMG team
3 Anti-tank Rifle team
3 Flame-thrower team
2 Granatenwerfer mortar
Combat Platoons
Infanterie Platoon (Infantry)
1 Cmd SMG team
5 Rifle team
1 Rifle Grenade team
2 MG team
Combat Platoons
Infanterie Platoon (Infantry)
1 Cmd SMG team
5 Rifle team
1 Rifle Grenade team
2 MG team
Infanterie Machine-gun Platoon (Infantry)
1 Cmd Pistol team
4 Maxim HMG
Infanterie Machine-gun Platoon (Infantry)
1 Cmd Pistol team
4 Maxim HMG
Infanterie Machine-gun Platoon (Infantry)
1 Cmd Pistol team
3 Maxim HMG
Minenwerfer Platoon (Infantry)
2 7.6cm Minenwerfer mortar
Panzer Platoon
2 A7V

single German platoon began the game pinned down – which
if I had had reserves would have to be rolled on but would not
have been pinned down. If you know any of my other AARs
(after action report) you know I cannot roll reserves in to save
my life. However, that was it. Meanwhile, my first turn was
devastating, with all of my infantry, artillery, and MG platoons
unpinning, allowing me to cut down the valiant British and
French infantry and tank teams. Jace lost all of his beautifully
painted French tanks and Kyle suffered losing half of his
tanks to bail outs. The infantry losses resulted in both French
platoons losing half their number. Things had already begun
to look grim.
Turn two for Kyle and Jace was unbelievably bad shooting
and even worse firepower rolls, resulting in a German anti
tank gun and a single MG platoon command team loss. My
second turn saw both of Jace’s French infantry break and both
of Kyle’s infantry broke. Meanwhile, more British tanks now
joined the French ones burning in front of the barbed wire.
Brody continued to duel with British tanks in range but the
landship rule stymied him.
Turn three saw Jace doubling up to outside the HMG range
and his shooting removed an entire MG platoon. Finally,
things were beginning to swing in favor of the allies. Once
again, however, Lance began to concentrate his fire on single
platoons until they ended up on boot hill. By the end of turn
three Kyle was ready to break and Jace wasn’t far behind. The
Germans, while battered, were still in amazingly good shape.
In the end Jace had lost four of his two infantry platoons and
Kyle both of his two (they ‘respawn’ as per the Overwhelming
Force rule from The Big Push).

Artillery Battery (Infantry)
1 Cmd Pistol team
4 7.7cm FK96 n.A.

In hindsight I should have gone with every rule for the Big
Push instead of the Big Push and Total War. Even with reserves,
though, I would have had what I had on the table except for
the two antitank guns, the two tanks, and the two mortars. In
hindsight I think the allies should have concentrated on one
side and pushed through it. Yes, they would have tripped over
themselves but they would have overwhelmed one side and
broken through.

The first turn for the Allies allowed them to move up from
half way (as per The Big Push) and in some cases get right to
the wire (literally). Jace used his flame throwers to burn out
a German infantry team in each one of my Infantry platoons.
Kyle was lucky enough to destroy one of Brody’s tanks and
heavily damager the other. Also, as per The Big Push every

If only the Canadians would have been there I am sure they
would have smashed through – if only! However, it is fitting
that the British and the French failed in their attack as they
did so historically – guess we for sure need those Canucks!
Also, I have also included the following by Tim Cook from the
Canadian War Museum:

Infantry Gun Platoon (Infantry)
2 7.62cm Krupp IG gun
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artillery pounded the enemy positions on the ridge, killing
and tormenting defenders. New artillery tactics allowed the
gunners to first target, then destroy enemy positions. A nearly
limitless supply of artillery shells and the new 106 fuse, which
allowed shells to explode on contact, as opposed to burying
themselves in ground, facilitated the destruction of hardened
defences and barbed wire. The Canadian infantry would
be well supported when it went into battle with over 1,000
artillery pieces laying down withering supportive fire.

The Battle of Vimy Ridge, 9-12 APRIL 1917
Tim Cook
Many historians and writers consider the Canadian victory
at Vimy a defining moment for Canada, when the country
emerged from under the shadow of Britain and felt capable
of greatness. Canadian troops also earned a reputation as
formidable, effective troops because of the stunning success.
But it was a victory at a terrible cost, with more than 10,000
killed and wounded.
The Canadian Corps was ordered to seize Vimy Ridge in April
1917. Situated in northern France, the heavily-fortified sevenkilometre ridge held a commanding view over the Allied lines.
The Canadians would be assaulting over an open graveyard
since previous French attacks had failed with over 100,000
casualties.

To capture this difficult position, the Canadians would
carefully plan and rehearse their attack. To provide greater
flexibility and firepower in battle, the infantry were given
specialist roles as machine-gunners, rifle-men and grenadethrowers. These same soldiers underwent weeks of training
behind the lines using models to represent the battlefield, and
new maps crafted from aerial photographs to guide their way.
To bring men forward safely for the assault, engineers dug
deep tunnels from the rear to the front. Despite this training
and preparation, the key to victory would be a devastating
artillery barrage that would not only isolate enemy trenches,
but provide a moving wall of high explosives and shrapnel
to force the Germans to stay in their deep dugouts and away
from their machine-guns. “Chaps, you shall go over exactly like
a railroad train, on time, or you shall be annihilated,” warned
Canadian Corps commander Sir Julian Byng.
In the week leading up to the battle, Canadian and British
March/April 2017 - Sask Games Newsletter

Attacking together for the first time, the four Canadian
divisions stormed the ridge at 5:30am on 9 April 1917. More
than 15,000 Canadian infantry overran the Germans all along
the front. Incredible bravery and discipline allowed the
infantry to continue moving forward under heavy fire, even
when their officers were killed. There were countless acts of
sacrifice, as Canadians single-handedly charged machinegun nests or forced the surrender of Germans in protective
dugouts. Hill 145, the highest and most important feature of
the Ridge, and where the Vimy monument now stands, was
captured in a frontal bayonet charge against machine-gun
positions. Three more days of costly battle delivered final
victory. The Canadian operation was an important success,
even if the larger British and French offensive, of which it had
been a part, had failed. But it was victory at a heavy cost: 3,598
Canadians were killed and another 7,000 wounded.

The capture of Vimy was more than just an important battlefield
victory. For the first time all four Canadian divisions attacked
together: men from all regions of Canada were present at the
battle. Brigadier-General A.E. Ross declared after the war, “in
those few minutes I witnessed the birth of a nation.”
Vimy became a symbol for the sacrifice of the young
Dominion. In 1922, the French government ceded to Canada
in perpetuity Vimy Ridge, and the land surrounding it. The
gleaming white marble and haunting sculptures of the Vimy
Memorial, unveiled in 1936, stand as a terrible and poignant
reminder of the 11,285 Canadian soldiers killed in France who
have no known graves.
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Flames of War Demo – Midwar (by mistake) Demo!
By Lance Mathew

Christopher and Nicholas randomly rolled the mobile battle
mission – Breakthrough. With only two tank platoons Nicholas
was the attacker with half his tanks in delayed reserves, and
Christopher was in the same boat with half his stuff also off in
reserves but only in regular reserves.

March 1st, 2017
Reviewing my notes as I write up this AAR (After Action Report)
I was to have done an Early War Demo instead of the Midwar
one I did…whoops! Well, in my defense the last Version 3 MW
(Mid War) tournament is on the 25th of this March month so
I can kind of see where I went off the rails…maybe…but I
digress. If you are looking to check out the action please come
see the tournament: Last Kick at the Katyusha, or when we
launch the new Version 4 at Tramp’s on the 18th! Going to be
a busy month!
Meanwhile, Cupcake arranged my demo attendees this time.
Well, pointed them in the right direction. Cupcake is their hair
stylist and I am sure in the course of their hairs being cut she
has discovered these young gentlemen are interested in both
history and table top play – hence her pointing Christopher
and Nicholas in the direction of Flames of War.
Christopher had let me know he was coming but had not
mentioned that he was dragging along his brother Nicholas,
although I do not think any dragging transpired as when
I asked if Nicholas wanted to play some Soviet tanks he
immediately replied in the affirmative. Previously, Christopher
had mentioned his interest in trying out the Finnish.
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Nicholas, as the attacker, went first and attempted to get his
tanks well away from his brother’s Pak40s (antitank guns{AT})
but meanwhile shooting at the infantry in front of him.
Unfortunately, in Version 3 Nicholas was unable to roll 8s on
his 6 sided dice and therefore could not hit/shoot the Finn
Infantry. Christopher’s first turn was a tricky one of decisions:
Should he move his infantry away from the safety of their
foxholes to move towards the objectives?
Should he move his AT guns away from the objectives to hit
more tanks or split them up, leaving one in position to fire
while the rest head towards the objectives?
Christopher, like most commanders, chose to head for the
objectives as that would be where the game would be won or
lost. Christopher’s lone Pak40 blasted into the Lend Lease Lee
tanks, brewing up two.
Nicholas, unperturbed at losing two of his seven tanks, caught
the Finnish infantry in the open and machined gunned them
down, scoring hit after hit. Christopher’s save rolling was
abysmal and saw half the infantry wiped out. The next few
turns was much the same with more tanks being brewed up
by the Pak40s but also more infantry mowed down until when
Nicholas finally got his reserve T34 tank company/platoon on
- they simply moved up to the open objective and claimed it
for the Motherland.
Everyone had fun and the boys were very pleased how
balanced the game was and how quick and easy it went. Hope
to see them again soon!
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The
SaskGames
Word Search
You need something more to do
than just read a newsletter. How
about we put you to work with
a Word Search? Find the game
related words below. Can you find
them all? We will not give you the
words to find, only the following
clues:
The theme for this issue is:
board game apps. What games
can you play on the go?
In addition to finding our
website and three slogans,
find 22 app-ified games.

--A number of you commented
that you really liked the word
search. We’re glad you like it
and we will try to make sure to
add one each issue. A couple of
people wished we would print
a list of the words. Part of the
challenge is using the theme for
the words to both identify then
find them. To help you out, we
will publish a list of words on the
website for those looking for a
hand. The list will be published
in the New Bulletin Thread HERE
By Nicole Persram
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THANK YOU to all of the
sponsors and supporters who
have helped Sask Games
become this great community.
Your contributions, small and
large go a long way towards
growing our hobby and
making these events possible.
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THANK YOU to all of the
sponsors and supporters who
have helped Sask Games
become this great community.
Your contributions, small and
large go a long way towards
growing our hobby and
making these events possible.

DONATIONS
Diamond Supporters
have given $1000+ in support
Platinum Supporters
have given $500+ in support
Gold Supporters
have given $200+ in support
Silver Supporters
have given $100+ in support
Community Builders have given up to
$100 in support
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Call For Volunteers
Would you like to get involved? There are plenty of ways you can help or be a part
of the team. We invite people to be involved with our events, our newsletter, and
the website. Perhaps you like to write, maybe you are great with people and want to
ambassador an event, it could be you like to teach games, or just want to be in the
background supporting what we do. In any case, we would love to hear from you!!!
Send us an email with some information about what you would like to do:
Volunteers@SaskGames.com

About SaskGames
The SaskGames site is primarily in place to promote board games and help
members locate others with similar interests in the Province of Saskatchewan. The
site has a calendar where events can be posted for Public or Private gaming venues.
The public venues can be viewed and accessed by anyone; the private venues are
open to only those members as dictated by the owner of the venue. Each member
will only see the events and postings for venues they have been given access to.
The result is a consolidated calendar which will show a variety of gaming events
occurring in the Province. This will serve to make it easier for people to get involved
in various board game activities that interest them. The site has a section devoted
to various styles of games where players can indicate their interests in particular
games or genres for the purpose of connecting with others who share that interest.
We hope this helps members get some of their favourite games to the table more
often. “Life is Short; Play Games!”

Connect to Us!
Email us:
Info@SaskGames.com
Join us:
www.SaskGames.com
Want Future Issues?
Subscribe Here
Past Issues Available
Here

Newsletter Team
Chief Meeple / Designer
Nicole Persram
Editor
Marc Bendig

* OUR MISSION *
(1) Organize board gaming in the province of Saskatchewan by having a consolidated
calendar of gaming events.
(2) Assist people to connect with other people with similar game interests.
(3) Make it easier for people who visit Saskatchewan to find game stores and/or board
game events.
(4) Continue to grow and promote the hobby with fun, family-friendly events.

Special Thanks
We would like to thank Pixel Smash
Studios for the time and effort put
into making this Newsletter.

SaskGames by the Numbers:
1,208 Members / 42,870 Posts / 6,282 Topics / 204,332 Page Views Last Month
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